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Holiday food safety
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Alice Henneman
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Beginning in November and
continuing through the first of
the new year, food and fun are
packed into holiday celebrations.
How many times after a holiday
gathering, however, have you
felt a little “out-of-sorts” and
blamed it on eating too much?
While over-indulging can
cause an upset stomach, so can
eating food that was improperly
handled. Keep the fun in your
festivities by following practices
that help prevent foodborne
illness. Here are some answers
to safe food handling questions
based on recommendations from
the U.S. Department of Agriculture Food Safety and Inspection
Service:
Q. How can I stay ahead of
my guests and keeping the food
looking and tasting good for
several hours during a holiday
buffet?
A. Plan to prepare a number
of smaller platters and dishes
ahead of time. Keeping perishable foods over TWO hours in
the “danger zone” of 40º F to
140º F is a leading cause of
foodborne illness. Hold hot
foods at 140º F or higher and

into your food.
Q. Everything is ready for
the meal but my guests have
been delayed at least an hour.
What shall I do to hold the food?
A. Remember the basic food
safety rules:
1. Keep hot foods hot, and
cold foods cold.

At events such as buffets
where food is set out for guests,
avoid adding fresh foods to foods
that have been setting out. Serve
smaller bowls of food and set out
fresh food bowls as needed. For
added safety, put foods on ice or
over a

replacement tray method safe,
but your late arriving guests can
enjoy the same appetizing
arrangements as the early
arrivals.
Q. I’m thinking about using
plastic garbage bags to transport
food to a

heat source to keep them out
of the temperature “danger
zone”.
Q. I’m giving a party and
since I don’t cook much, I’m
picking up deli trays of meat and
cheese. How can I keep them
safe for my guests?
A. Try this: Ask the deli
manager for several small
platters instead of two or three
large ones. That way, you can
keep half your trays refrigerated
while the others are out on the
buffet. Of course no tray should

2. Don’t let any cooked
food, meat or poultry remain in
the danger zone—between 40º F
holiday dinner. Is this a good
idea?
and 140º F—for more than two
A. When working with food hours.
items, it’s wise to use only
If you have hot foods in the
containers, cooking utensils and oven, you may be able to hold
dishes designed for use with
them safely until your guests
food. Check the package conarrive. Put a meat thermometer
taining the trash bags. Very often in the thickest part of your roast
there will be a statement indicat- or poultry, or center of your
ing if the bag is approved for use casserole. Adjust the oven
with food. If there is no such
temperature so that the food
statement, assume that the
stays at an internal temperature
product is not approved, and do
of 140º F or above. An oven
not use it to store or transport
temperature of 200º F to 250º F
food items.
should be sufficient to hold the
Materials used in the
food. To prevent dryness, cover
production of the bag do not
the dishes or wrap with alumihave to be tested for consumpnum foil.
tion safety if the product is not
Q. I frequently order takeconsidered to be generally used
out foods when I am entertainwith food. The chemical process ing. What should I do with the
may not permanently bind
food after I bring it home?
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Strengthening Neighborhoods
and Communities

Foods cold when picked up
should be refrigerated until
serving time. If the food is hot,
and you will be eating within
two hours, keep it hot (140º F) in
a 200º F to 250º F oven. If you
are picking up the food far in
advance, refrigerate them.
Reheat them later for serving.
Q. I have limited room and
limited time for preparing a big
holiday meal for my relatives.
It’s about all I can do to get the
turkey ready. What should I do?
A. Consider just doing the
turkey. Get some “fancy” bread
and heat it, last minute, in the
microwave. Order a cold relish
tray from the grocery. Ask one of
your guests to bring the cranberry salad. Have someone else
supply the dessert. Or, do like
many families have started
doing: make reservations.
continued on page 5
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when you pick it up. First, take
the food home immediately. Do
not leave take-out foods at room
temperature longer than two
hours. At room temperatures
over 90º F, discard after one
hour.

